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Eatery’s in Delano 

Whether looking to grab lunch with some work colleagues, or looking for 
a bite to eat after a game at Lawrence Dumont stadium, these restaurants 
are a must try when dining in Delano: 

1. TJ’s Burger House 

 

If you are looking for a place that serves the American classics, then TJ’s Burger House 
has exactly what you need, at great prices too! Whether you want a patty melt, onion 

rings, or any of their 9 different burgers, TJ’s has it all. The great customer service 
creates a friendly atmosphere, making TJ’s one of the best burger places around. 

2. The Monarch 

 

The Monarch is a new modern hip American eatery that not only has great food, but 

great cocktails as well. The outdoor seating makes The Monarch the perfect summer 
destination to catch a bite to eat while enjoying a beverage off the drink & bourbon 

menu. With their friendly retro vibe, they create a lively atmosphere that makes this 

restaurant a great place to eat with friends and colleagues. 
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3. Wichita Fish Co. 

 
“Wichita’s Best Kept Secret” has the largest variety of seafood in the state of Kansas. In 
fact, they provide fish to a decent majority of the local restaurants around town. For 

anyone who considers themselves to be a seafood lover, Wichita Fish Co. is the place to 
go to fulfill all your fish needs! 

4. Delano Barbeque Company 

 

When it comes to slow cooked smoked meats, Delano Barbeque has got you covered. 
Located in the heart of historic Delano, this restaurant provides a very casual relaxing 
atmosphere. Their award-winning meats are cooked on their wood-smoker giving it a 
classic barbeque taste that goes perfectly with their sides made freshly on-site. If you 

are looking for barbeque, Delano Barbeque Company is one of the best in the city.  

 

5. Picasso’s Pizza 

 
 

Everyone loves a good slice of pizza and no one knows that better than Picasso’s Pizza. 
Picasso’s is one of the most talked about pizza places in Wichita, once you try their New 
York style thin crust you will understand why. Picasso’s Pizza has become so popular 
that they plan to open another location in east Wichita, but for now if you are wanting a 

great slice of pizza, drive down to Delano and see what everyone, including our very 
own Jake Ramstack (pictured above), is talking about.  
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6. Merle’s Place 

 
 

Merle’s Place is a historic sandwich and soup bar that is great for a casual 
lunch. They have fantastic sandwiches and enchiladas that go great with 
their beer selection. When looking for a casual lunch spot, Merle’s Place 
will hit the spot! 

7. Ruben’s Mexican Grill 

 

If you want one of the freshest, lightest Mexican food in all of Wichita, 
Rueben’s is the place to go. With daily lunch specials, happy hours, and the 
use of fresh ingredients, Ruben’s creates a relaxing atmosphere for their 
customers.  


